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Residual gases in packages
1 - Introduction
! Residual gases always present
! Degassing of surfaces
! Residues due to fabrication





! Need to control atmosphere MEMS accelerometer
2007 Shaw
Early vacuum tubes (+Ba)
1999 Ramesham




! Non hermetic or hermetic+vacuum
! MEMS
! No damping: hermetic, vacuum
! Damping: inert atmosphere, (hermetic)
! Bio
! Controlled O2, H2O, CO2 concentrations
! Miniature atomic clock
! Controlled mixed inert gas
! Controlled N2 ; no H2O & O2
Solder packaging of Rb for
atomic clock
2008 Seigneur
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Gettering methods
1 - Introduction
! Coating of package
! Thin-film reactive elements: Ba, Ca,… + thin protection
! Activation during soldering
!  Getter pellet
! Ti, Zr, Al - based
! Activation during soldering or higher
! Suitable for vacuum package
! Not efficient for other (saturates)
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Gettering with thin films
1 - Introduction
! In-package thin-film getter
! Low-temperature activation (e.g. soldering)
! Not specific
! Monitoring with resonator
2003 Sparks
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Vacuum monitoring with MEMS
1 - Introduction
! In-package MEMS resonator
! Gases ! damping ! reduction of quality factor
! Not specific; not sensitive to low impurity pressures
2005 de Costers
IMAPS Bruges
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Traditional "hot" gettering approach
1 - Introduction
! Heating wire in getter pellet
! Simple solution
! Can be reactivated in service
! Zr, V, Fe, Al, Ti, … porous active alloys
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Active control with gettering hotplate
2 - Hotplate design
! Idea: locally heat getter element in service
! Enhanced mobility: no surface saturation
! Can use less reactive metals
! Can react with specific gases
! Heat when device not needed
! Avoid disturbing operation (heat)
! Getter with variable resistivity
! Monitor getter life / package integrity
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LTCC hotplates
2 - Hotplate design
! Proven technology
! Used in gas sensors, reactors, …
LTCC hotplate
2005 Kita
LTCC hotplate on TO-5 for gas sensor
2003 Pisarkiewicz
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LTCC hotplate getter
! Integrated SMD-compatible LTCC hotplate
! " Gas sensor
! Large (thick-film) getter amount
2 - Hotplate design










S1 S1 = Sensor 1
S2 = Sensor 2
H1 = Heater 1
H2 = Heater 2
2 x 210 #m LTCC
DuPont 951
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Sensitive getter layer
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LTCC hotplate getter
! Straightforward
! Issues with thin tape
! Difficult handling
! Attacked by solvents
2 - Hotplate design
Bottom side: heaters
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LTCC hotplate - heating resistor
! Low value " 5 $
! To increase value:
! Resinate pastes
! Laser structuration
! TCR " 2'800 ppm/K
! Resistance of leads
2 - Hotplate design
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Typical hotplate regulation schemes
! Classical : sensor - regulator - heater
! Complicated: separate sensor & regulator
! Inefficient linear regulation
! Problematic for low-value heaters
1985
Janoska
3 - Hotplate temperature regulation schemes
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Typical hotplate regulation schemes
! Sensor & heater = same PTC resistor
! Simple, suitable for micro-hotplate
! Inefficient linear regulation
! Problematic for low-value heaters
2000
Alépée
3 - Hotplate temperature regulation schemes
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Switching temperature regulator
! Sensor & heater = same PTC resistor
! Simple, suitable for micro-hotplate
! Efficient switching regulator
Present
work
3 - Hotplate temperature regulation schemes
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Switching temperature regulator
! Fixed ON heating pulse length
! Measurement during OFF period
! Very efficient
! Direct heater switching ! noise






3 - Hotplate temperature regulation schemes
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Low-noise switching regulator
! Based on common simple switching regulator chip
! Low input / output ripple ! low noise






3 - Hotplate temperature regulation schemes
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Sensitive layers
! Reactivity can be tuned to requirements
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Monitoring by resistance
! Oxidation detected by loss of conduction
! Need relatively high temperatures ("400°C)
4 - Sensitive layer fabrication
1997 Maeder
thin films
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Fabrication of Fe / Cu layers
! Co-firing or post-firing of oxide + glass binder
! Lower-temperature reduction step -> porous metal
! Porous metal = high reactivity
4 - Sensitive layer fabrication
Dried Fe2O3
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Co-firing
! Insufficient sintering
! Warpage of LTCC
4 - Sensitive layer fabrication
Cofired +
reduced Fe2O3
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Post-firing + reduction
! Post-firing at 850°C
! Reduction in N2:H2 at 575°C
! Works in principle : 10 … 1 k#
! Issues : stability (corrosion; mechanical)
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Conclusions
! LTCC hotplates fabricated
! Reduction of getter demonstrated
! Easy manufacturing
! Only compatible with not too reactive metals
! Issues
! Co-firing with LTCC: use zero-shrinkage tape
! Limited stability: optimise glass / metal mix
5 - Conclusions & outlook
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Outlook: O2 sourcing & sinking
! Sr-rich (La,Sr)FeO3-$
! High temperature & Sr, low p(O2): O2 evolution 
! Low temperature & Sr, high p(O2): O2 gettering
Powder (" 10 #m)
Requires !400°C
5 - Conclusions & outlook
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Merci
Thank you !
Merci !
